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Art 0r arts 
 

Task 1 

1.  What is the difference in meaning between the words art and arts? 

 

2.  Study the meaning and use of the two words in a section of a large corpus of General English (over 1 billion words). Go to the following address and register 

for a free account. Then follow the instructions below: 

 

 Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/ 

 

• In the ‘SEARCH’ > ‘List’ tab, type art/arts in the query box. Next, click on the ‘Sections’  button and scroll down the list. Select ‘MAG: Soc/Arts’ which 

stands for magazine articles devoted to the topics of arts and social issues. Then press the button ‘Find matching strings’. 

 

 

https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/
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• The next screen lists the numbers of occurrences (so-called frequencies) of the two words. Which is more frequent? 

 

 

• Click on one of the two words to see it in different contexts (co-called concordance lines). Explore this screen by clicking on active links to discover what 

additional information it contains.  

 
 

• Select a random sample of 100 concordances by clicking on the number ‘100’ in the upper left corner of the screen. Study the lines and copy two 

sentences that illustrate best the meaning of the word. If you can’t see the whole sentence, click on the number next to the line, in the leftmost column. 

This link will take you to a larger section of the text. You will also see the information about its source. 
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• Go back to the ‘FREQUENCY’ tab (Figure 2). Study the other word by following the same steps. 

• If you can’t access the corpus, study the pages available here [LINK 1-1][LINK 1-2]. 

 

3.  Fill out the gaps below with one of the two words. 

 

a. As he did, an extraordinary work of ________ emerged. 

b. He was made a corresponding member of the St Petersburg Academy and a Foreign Honorary member of the American Academy of ________ and 

Sciences. 

c. It was thus Aristophanes as controversialist whom Davenant chose to defend all the performing ________ at this crucial moment in their history. 

d. The king was also an avid collector of antiquities and contemporary ________. 

e. Though sought-after in front of the camera, Miller wanted to learn the ________ of photography and moved to Paris in 1929 to study under the famed 

Man Ray. 

f. Students apply anticipatory design concepts to projects in the ________, media, and user experience, and to some extent to technology, business, and 

the social sciences.  
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Task 2 

1.  What nouns form frequent collocations with the words art and arts?  

 

 art gallery, __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  Study the most frequent noun collocations of the two words by following the steps below. 

 

Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/ 

 

• In the ‘SEARCH’ > ‘List’ tab, type art NOUN in the query box. Next, click on the ‘Sections’ button and scroll down the list. Select ‘MAG: Soc/Arts’. Then 

press the button ‘Find matching strings’. 

  

 

• The next screen lists 100 most frequent noun collocations of the word art together with their numbers of occurrences in the subcorpus (arts and media 

section). Study the first 10 most frequent collocations in context by following the same steps as in the previous activity. 

https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/
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• Repeat the same steps for the word arts. 

• You can also directly compare the most frequent collocations of the two words. In the ‘SEARCH’ > ‘Compare’ tab, select all the settings as in the 

screenshot below (if you can’t see the ‘Compare’ tab, click on the plus sign next to ‘Browse’). You will be comparing NOUN collocates of the words art 

and arts in the position directly after (one to the right of) the words. 
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• Compare the collocations of the two words. Which nouns are more likely to occur together with the words art and arts? 

 

 

• If you can’t access the corpus, study the pages available here. [LINK 1-3] [LINK 1-4] 

 

3.  Complete the gaps below with the more frequent collocate. 

 

a. It remains one of the most stirring battle portraits in British _______ history. 

b. After moving with her family to Oklahoma, McGuire had the good fortune in high school to have an _______ teacher who gave his students challenging 

assignments. 

c. She has served on the boards of numerous _______ organizations over the years, including the American Craft Council. 

d. Both the _______ Council (An Chomhairle Ealaion) in Dublin and the _______ Council of Northern Ireland in Belfast support visual art through individual 

grants for buying time and materials, training and travel  

e. When they saw _______ exhibition of contemporary Scandinavian art in 1912, they felt an immediate affinity. 
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Task 3 

Follow the same steps to study adjectival collocations of the two words. Note, the adjective (ADJ) comes before these two words so you need to adjust the 

search words and settings accordingly. 


